W ARNING:

TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC
SHOCK, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS PRODUCT TO
RAIN OR MOISTURE.
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC
SHOCK, AND ANNOYING INTERFERENCE, USE
THE RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES ONLY.

For example,
this unit may not have the capability to be connected to an outdoor antenna.

This equipment is Class II or double in insulated electrical appliance. It has
been designed in such a way that it does not require a safety connection to
electrical earth.
Invisible laser radiation when open and interlocks defeated. Avoid exposure
to beam of laser.

This portable audio system is designed to operate on either AC 120V;
60Hz house current or by eight (8)”C” size batteries (not included)
attempting to operate this unit from any other power source
may cause damage to the unit, which is not covered by your
warranty.
Unwind the AC cord and extend it to its full length, insert the small end of the AC cord into the
AC socket on the rear of the unit. insert the other end of the AC cord into any convenient
AC 120V ~; 60Hz household outlet.
Please note that this unit is equipped with a polarized AC plug which has one blade wider than the
other, this is a safety feature to reduce the likelihood of electric shock, this polarized AC plug will
only fit in a polarized AC outlet, if you find that you cannot insert this plug into your outlet, you may
have an obsolete non-polarized outlet. Please do not try to defeat this safety feature by using a
non-polarized adapter or by filling the wider blade to make it fit into your outlet, if this plug does not
fit into your outlet, you should contact a qualified licensed electrician to replace your obsolete outlet.
NOTE: When AC Cord is connected to the unit ,the batteries power will be cut off automatically.

To use this unit with battery power, remove the battery door by pressing in on the tabs, then lifting it
off, insert eight (8)”C” size batteries (not included)following the diagram in the compartment.
NOTE: The AC power cord must be disconnected from the AC socket on the rear of the unit in order
for the unit to operate on battery power.

Follow these precautions when using a battery in this device:
1. Use only the size and type of battery specified.
2. Be sure to follow the correct polarity when installing the battery as indicated in the battery
compartment .A reversed battery may cause damage to the device.
3. Do not mix different types of batteries together (e.g. Alkaline and Carbon-zinc)or old
batteries with fresh ones.
4. If the device is not to be used for a long period of time ,remove the battery to prevent damage
or injury from possible battery leakage.
5. Do not try to recharge the battery not intended to be recharged; it can overheat and
rupture.(Follow battery manufacturer’s directions.)
6. Do not dispose of batteries in fire. Battery may explodes or leak.
7. Clean the battery contacts and also those of the device prior to battery installation.

LOCATION OF CONTROLS
1. FM Telescope Antenna
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2. Carry Handle
3. VOLUME Control Knob
4.
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Decorative LED Blinking Mode
Selection (Turn Off) Button

5. M (Memory) Button
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7.

/BAND (Stop/Radio Band
Selection) Button
(Skip/Fast Search Backward)
Button

8.
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(Skip/Fast Search Forward)
Button

9.
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/SCAN (Play - Pause/Radio
Scan) Button

10. BT/CD (Bluetooth/CD Mode
Selection) Button
11. CD Door
12. FINE TUNE (Radio Fine Tune)
Knob
13. CD Door OPEN/CLOSE Area
14. POWER Indicator
15. LCD Display
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16.

(Bluetooth) Indicator

17. Function Selector (Radio –
BT/CD/AUX – Power Off)
18. AUX (In) Jack

A C ~IN

19.
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(Headphone/Earphone) Jack

20. AC~ Socket
21. Battery Compartment

OPERATION
RADIO:
1. Slide the Function Selector to RADIO position to turn on the radio.
2. Press the ■/BAND Button repeatedly to select AM or FM band as desire. The correspondence
indicator AM or FM and the radio frequency will appear on the LCD Display.
3. Press and hold the
or
Buttons until the radio frequency on the LCD Display starts
running to automatically search and play the previous/next available radio station. Repeat the
same procedures until the desired radio station is searched and play.
4. If the reception is not good, turn the FINE TUNE Knob for better reception.
5. Turn the VOLUME Control Knob to adjust volume level as desired.
6. When finished listening, slide the Function Selector to OFF position to power off the unit.
Radio stations preset:
1. Power on the radio and receive the desired radio station as the previous procedure.
2. Press the M Button, "P XX" will appear on the LCD Display. Press the
or
Buttons
repeatedly to select the program number you want stored to. Then press the M Button again to
store it.
3. Repeat the same procedures until all the desired radio stations are stored into the program list.
(Up to 20 AM stations and 30 FM stations can be stored.)
4. After programming, press the
desired stored radio station.

or

Buttons repeatedly in radio mode to select and play the

Antennas:
AM:
This unit has a built-in ferrite rod antenna, which provides adequate reception in most areas. If
reception is weak, turn the unit to improve reception.
FM:
The FM Telescopic Antenna is for FM reception only. If reception is weak, adjust the length and the
angle of the antenna.
CD:
1. Slide the Function Selector to BT/CD/AUX position to turn on the CD.The LCD Display will
illuminate and indicator “CD” will appear.
2. Press the OPEN/CLOSE Area on the CD Door to open it then place a CD disc on the center
spindle, with the printed side face up.
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3. Close the CD door by pressing the OPEN/CLOSE area. Wait a few seconds; the number of the total
tracks will appear on the LCD Display.
4. Press the

/SCAN Button to start playing the first track on the disc.

5. During playback:
Turn the VOLUME Control Knob to adjust volume level as desire.
Press the

/SCAN Button to pause; press again to resume normal playback

Press the

or

Buttons repeatedly to skip the tracks.

Press and hold the

or

Buttons to fast searching the specific section.

5. To stop CD playback, press the ■/BAND Button. The total number of tracks will appear on the
display.
6. When finished listening, slide the Function Selector to OFF position to power off the unit.
Programmed Playback:
Up to 20 tracks can be programmed playback as follows:
1. In CD STOP playback mode, press the M Button. "PROG 1 --"” will appear on the display and
blink.
2. Select the first specific track to be programmed by pressing the

or

buttons repeatedly.

3. Press the M Button to store the selected track into the memory.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all the specific tracks are stored into the memory.
5. Press the>ll/SCAN Button to start program playback. The program indicator "PROG" will stop
blinking.
6. To stop playback, press the ■/BAND Button.
7. To erase the program, press the ■/BAND Button again in stop mode. The program indicator will
disappear on the display.
Repeat/Random Playback:
1. During playback (or program playback), press the M Button once. The repeat one indicator “REP”
will appear on the LCD Display. The current track will playback repeatedly.
2. During playback, press the M Button twice. The repeat all indicator “REP ALL” will appear on the
LCD Display. All the tracks on the current disc (or program) will be playback repeatedly.
3. During playback, press the M Button three times, the random indicator "RAND" will appear on the
LCD Display. The unit will play the tracks randomly.
4. To cancel the repeat and random play functions, press the M Button repeatedly until all
repeat/random playback indicators disappear on the LCD Display or press the ■/BAND Button to
stop playback.
Note: Random playback is not available in program playback mode.
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BT (BLUETOOTH):
BT pairing and play:
First time use or re-pairing the unit to a new BT Device, pair as follows:
1. Slide the Function Selector to BT/CD/AUX position to turn on the CD. The LCD Display will
illuminate and indicator “CD” will appear.
2. Press the BT/CD Button on the top of the unit to switch the unit from CD mode to BT mode:
The

Indicator on the front of unit will illuminate and blink.

Indicate “bt” will appear on the LCD Display and blink.
3. Power on the external BT Device and enter to BT searching mode. Start pairing following the on
screen instructions from the external BT Device. After paired, the indicate “bt” on the LCD Display
and
Indicator on the front of unit will stop blinking.
4. If pairing is complete you may now play music with your external BT Device.
5. During playback:
Turn the VOLUME Control Knob to adjust volume level as desire.
Press the

/SCAN Button to pause; press again to resume normal playback.

Press the

or

Buttons repeatedly to skip the tracks.

6. When finished listening, slide the Function Selector to OFF position to power off the unit.
Notes:
1. When the external BT Device searched the unit, the model number “MD6972” will appear on the
display of external BT Device.
2. If while pairing you are asked for a code please try "0000" or "1234".
Normal operation after pairing:
1. Slide the Function Selector to BT/CD/AUX position to turn on the CD. The LCD Display will
illuminate and indicator “CD” will appear.
2. Press the BT/CD Button on the top of the unit to switch the unit from CD mode to BT mode:
The

Indicator on the front of unit will illuminate and blink.

Indicate “bt” will appear on the LCD Display and blink.
3. Wait a few seconds until the unit is automatically paired to the external BT Device. The indicate
“bt” on the LCD Display and
Indicator on the front of unit will stop blinking.
4. After pairing is complete you may now play music with your external BT Device.
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AUX (in):
1. Insert one end of the Audio Connect Cable (not included) to the AUX Out; Line Out or Phones
Jack on the external Audio Player.
2. Insert the other end to the AUX (in) Jack on the left of unit.
3. Slide the Function Selector to BT/CD/AUX position to turn on the unit. The unit will
automatically switch to AUX (In) mode. The LCD Display will illuminate and indicator “AUX” will
appear.
4. Play the music on the connected external Audio Player as usual.
5. Turn the VOLUME Knob to adjust volume level as desired.
6. When finished listening, slide the Function Selector to OFF position to power off the unit.
NOTES:
Make sure the sound output level of the connected external Audio Device is on high level.
Otherwise, sound will weak.
If sound is distorting, reduce the volume of the connected external Audio Player or set the EQ
mode of it to normal.
DECPRATIVE LED LIGHTS:
Press the

Button on the top of unit repeatedly to set the blinking modes or turn it off as desired.

HEADPHONE JACK:
For private listening, connect the 3.5mm plug from the Earphone/Headphone (not included) into the
HEADPHONE Jack on the left of unit. Sound from speakers will be auto cut.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Check the following before requesting service:
SYMPTOM
POSSIBLE CAUSE
AC Power cord had not connected
No power

POSSIBLE SOLUTION
Connect the AC Cord to the rear of
unit and any wall outlet having AC
120V~; 60Hz
Volume of the unit was set to
Increase the volume level by turning
minimum position
the VOLUME Control Knob
clockwise
No sound or sound weak
Volume level of paired/connected
Rise the volume level of the
device is in low level
paired/connected device
Volume level too high
Reduce the volume level by turning
the VOLUME Control Knob
counterclockwise
Sound distortion
Volume level of the connected/paired Reduce the volume level of the
device too high
connected/paired device
Audio Connection Cable was
Unplug the cable from AUX (In) Jack
CD or BT not functioning
inserted into the AUX (In) Jack
The external BT Device had NOT
Pair the external BT Device to the unit
paired to the unit
as page 10
BT not functioning
The external BT Device too far from Place the external BT device close to
the unit
the unit
Disc is dirty or scratched
Try other discs
CD disc incorrect install
Place the CD disc on the center spindle
CD not play
with label side face up
CD compartment door is not closed. Close CD door completely.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power Source:
BT Version:
BT Operation Distance:
Radio Frequency:
Disc Compatible:
Impedance of Speakers:
Audio power:

AC 120 V~; 60 Hz; 16 W, Or
DC 12 V; 8 x “C” size batteries (Not included)
2.1
≧32 Feet in opera area
AM: 520-1710 kHz
FM: 87.5-108 MHz
CD; CD-R; CD-RW
2 x 3 W; 4 ohm
1.5 W per Channel (Total 3W, RMS)

ACCESSORIES
1 x Owner’s Manual
1 x AC Power Cord
SPECIFICATIONS AND ACCESSORIES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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